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ABSTRACT: The need for software engineers has grown with the increased use of
software and computers in our socie'ty. Presently, formal education of software
engineers is being conducted at the graduate degree level. There are pressures to
extend this education to other academic levels; in fact, many baccalaureate degree
programs today include one or more software engineering courses. Difficulties
confronting software engineering education at the associatedegree level include:
limited educational and experience backgrounds ofthe students; facul'ty whose own
education did not include software engineering; and severe time and content
constraints imposed on such two-yearprograms. The author concludes that the twoyear associate-degree-level vocational/technical computer science program should
continue to focus on producing graduates with sound programming and problemsolving skills. Once these graduates gain entry-level employment, they can then build
upon these fundamental skills, with experience and further education, toward a
software engineering career. Software engineering educauon in the two-year vocational,/
technical program, there/ore, should be restricted to that which directly enhances the
development of these basic skills; specific recommendations are offered for
consideration.
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IN1RODUCTION
The demand for software engineers
has paralleled the increasing use of
software and computers in our society.
To meet this demand, both in industry
and in the educational community,
software engineering and software
engineering education · have grown
markedly since the inception of the
discipline in the late 1960s. As this
*

discipline matures, educational programs
are being developed and implemented.
The role of the two-year vocational/
technical computer science program in
this educational process also needs to be
considered. This paper examines that
role, identifies potential problems, and
offers recommendations to bound the
expectation of software engineering
education from such programs.

BACK.GROUND
Software Engineering
At the heart of any definition of
software engineering (SE) is a reoognition
of software as a product to which the
same care and discipline must be applied
during its construction, operation, and
modification as would be given a more
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